
Utop ia, Kakotopia and Civilisation :

a few more words on a well-worn theme

J. E. Sharwood Smith

If you have given any thought to the title of this session, you
will, in all probability, have made some dismal predictions.

The next 2O minutes, you will have guessed, will see yet
another analysis of why 1984 (actual) is, or isn't tending
towards the Nineteen EiSbty-Four of double-think, prole-
feed, new-speak and the Ministry of Love. Then there will
follow, you suppose, the ne plus ultra of civllised Utopias, in
which, by contrast with the controllinfa principles of
INGSOC, the records of the past are scrupulously preserved,
the literature of the past is made universally accessible (and
the Art of the past likewise) and our mother tongue is
treated as a precious instrument to be kept clean and sha4r
for all the manifold purposes of language, including
criticism of the ruling establishment.

And then, since this is a JACT meeting, and not just any

JACT meeting, but, as it were, JACT's 2lst Birthday Party,
you will have predicted an invitation to believe that the best
guarantee against Kakotopias of the Nineteen Eigltty-Four
variety is the continued presence of the Classics in the
Curriculum; and the best guarantee of the continued
presence of the Ctassics in the Curriculum is the sum of the
activities of JACT. There will be a few intermediate steps,
also predictable, and my 5O minutes will end with a flourish
of Q.E.Ds.

Well, you would have been quite w'rong. It is not going to
be like that at all. It is going to be far. far s'orse. I arn going to
talk about God, Culture and Class: three s-ords u-trich
should never be uttered in public except br-professional
theologians, professional social anthropologists and pro-
fessional literary critics - people s'hose opinions are

founded upon disciplined study, and therefore trulr'. or at
least ostensibly, objective.

Why am I going to do such a foolish thing? Because.
having accepted the invitation to speak on this occasion. I
have no choice. tf I do not ask myself what I believe about
God and the nature of Human Existence, how can I a-sk

myself useful questions about the nature and purpose of
education? And without asking myself questions about the
nature and purpose ofeducation how can I decide, when I
celebrate the 21st Birthday ofJACT, whether I am applaud-
inpl a stimulus or an obstacle to the progress, prosperity and
happiness of mankind? It was not all that long ago that an
Oxford scholar wrote a book entitled Tbe Tyranny oJ
Greece ouer Germany. ln this she warned her readers that
the dazzling enchantments of Hellenism had led, in the end,
to some sinister perversions of German intellectual life. The
significance of the book wa^s not lost on the Nazis, who
promptly banned it. And if Nazi Germany was not a

Kakotopia, then what is? But that, you may say, was Germany
and it is not the way of Enpy'ish intellectuals to devote their
lives to doomed quests for Apollonian Serenity; and, any-
how, it was only (iermans who ever believed this to be the
secret ingredient of the Greek Creative Genius. True; but
English classical scholars can develop strange ways of
thoup;ht when they get into politics, and even without going
into politics they have committed a certain amount of social

mischief: disparaging the study of science as illiberal,
labelling technology bzrnausic, and sneering at commerce
for being l'ulgar. For many decades of the last century they
excluded women from learning Latin and Greek, and then
patronized them for their ignorance. They have been known
to equate democrats with demagogues; and it was a

distinguished classicist who greeted the birth throes of the
Trade Union Movement with the recommendation to do as

the Romans did: flog the rank and frle and hud the ring-
leaders from the Tarpeian Rock. More recently they were
found guilty of educational misconduct by a newspaper
columnist who signed himself Cassandra and denounced, in
the Daily Mimor of 18 March 1966, the 'scholastic
pterodactyls' who defended acquiring, and damaging the
brain with, the stalactite stuff of Latin, in the middle of 'the
greatest explosion of knowledge made possible to the
human mind'; which had come about, he said, within the
previous rwenry years.

Could it be then that we are met here, a gathering of
scholastic pterodacryls, to congratulate ourselves on pro-
moting occupational snobbery, male chauvinism and
reactionary politics, and on obfuscating the minds of the
young while excluding them from precious and up-to-date
knowledge?

I hope not; but w.hat should (I ask mvself) be prornoted by
a -Toint Association of Classical Teachers? And are w.e pro-
moting it?

First let us dispose of the amateur theology by posing the
soap opera question: \Ihat is Human Existence for?

-\o one asking this in Britaln today need go short of an
ans\\-er. In our plural societv there are, most obviously,
Cfuistian ansn-ers. Hindu answers, Muslim answers and
Buddhist ans$-ers: but none of these are compelling to
some one s-ho. as a mere seeker, does not have faith already.
Then a committed Marxist might tell us, I suppose, that we
should find a meaning for our lives in cooperating, as far as

our bourgeois backgrounds would permit, with the
materialist dialectic. Equally, a scientist, if he did not consider
the question nonsensical, might say that meaning was to be
found in cooperating with the process of evolution - or at
least that is what seems to have been implied in the con-
cluding passages of Jacob Bronowski's BBC Proppamme
entitled Tbe Ascent of Man. I found Bronowski impressive,
and was disposed to believe all he so brilliantly expounded,
though I was bothered when he referred to Homer as a
fossil. But I am still left with the question: What is evolLrtion

for? Or, for that matter, what is the materialist dialecticfctr?
The truth is that I have no idea what human existence is

for: and this agrrosticism, which I share with many others in
this secular age, is something that educationalists must take
account of. It has been expressed in the formula: God is dead

- but this, to me, seems quite unnecessarily melodramatic.
ThE.point is not that God was formerly alive and is now
dead:'it is that God has become a much more mysterious
entity to the maiority of us today than God was to the
majority of our ppandparents and greatgrandparents a
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century ago; and we can no longer plausibly invoke God or
religion in support of this or that curriculum theory, in the
way that Luther and Melanchthon prescribed Greek and
Hebrew on the grounds that these were the languages in
which God spoke to his people - while the English
Reformers prescribed a judicious mixture of the Christian
Fathers and the Pagan Classics, with a solid foundation of
Latin grammar, designed to inculcate Godwardness and
humanity as well as the Renaissance respect for the
decencies of classical {mtax. Nor can we easily share the
belief of the great Dr. Arnold that the Greek and Latin
langrrages were God-given for the purpose of educating
Christian gentlemen. Nor easily sympathize with the
eminent churchman and Headmaster who, so it is said,
countered parentd demands ttrat their sons should be
educated for life in the 20th Century by pronouncing that
Education was not, in any case, for Life, it was for Death.

Nevertheless those parents were being very simple-
minded if they supposed that what consistitutes an
education for life in the 20th centurywas self-evident.

May we consider, for a moment, the 2oth Century; and
may I begin by aping Galsworthy and giving you a small slice
of the Sharwood Smith family saga. Retailing personal
history is, I know, a very iJl-regarded way of proceeding, and
it will be proper for you to look down your noses at what
follows and mutter disparagingly about anecdotage and self-
indulgence. On the other hand it has the advantage that I
shall be talking atroutpeople I know- or knew- ratherwell,
and not capriciously selecting or inventing characters, and
then attributing to them experiences alleged to be
characteristic of the century.t

We begin with my father who lived 54 of his 89 years in
the 20th Century. He had been born in 1865 in the vicarage
of a slum parish in Birmingham, the vicarage being a chilly
puritanical oasis in a desert of ignorance and squalor. When
the 20th Century opened he had just been appointed to his
first headship, at a sleepy country Grammar School in
Shropshire. I have afaded photograph ofthe school, dating
from his time there. It appears to have been taken at five to
six by the church clock on a summer evening. The sffeet
outside the school is empty save for a small girl in a white
pinafore, an unattended pony and trap, and a figure in a
black bonnet, black coat and trailing black skirt. The scene
would not, I think, have looked srange to Jane Austen a
hundred years eadier, but in 1984 it seems like a peep into a
lost world; a world which had only iust emancipated the
horseless carriage from the man on foot carrying a redflag;a
wodd in which self-respect required the meticulous ob-
seryation of social boundaries; so that the children of that
grafiunar School's Headmaster could no more have played
with the little girl in the white pinafore, nor his wife have
invited the plebeian figure in the black bonnet into her
drawing room than they - the Headmaster and his family -
could have been entertained in the country houses of the
local aristocracy, except on occasions of rare con-
descension.

As it turned out, that school and its governing body were
too sleepy for my father's ambitions, and his next
appointment coincided with Si-r Robert Morant's 1902
Education Acl This enabled my father to build up a decayed
Tudor Grammar School into a flourishing asset to the life of a
busy Berkshire market town - iust in time for Wodd War
One to kill offmany of the most promising of his pupils.'z

My brother, bom the year before the century began, had
been just old enough in l9l7 to volunteer for the Royal
Flying Corps, choosing that service because it was the

quickest way to get commissioned and out to France - my
brother always being one for uniforms, authority, the call of
duty, the Great Outdoors and the other manly things in life
(a consequence, in his own opinion, of reading Sir Walter
Scott and Kipling's Kim at an eafly age, and then anything he
could get hold of on the British in India). Surprisingly he
survived the air battles on the'Westem Front, and ironically
it was in India, two years later, that he lost his nerve for
flying. The picturesque savagery of the Pathan tribesmen
and the crvggy grandeur of the North-West Frontier, so
fascinating in the pages of Kipling, were devoid of charm for
a war-scarred pilot who, in the aftermath of an Afghan War,
had to patrol the tribal territories in the 192O version of the
single-engined Flying Machine.

So he joined the Colonial Service, and thirty-five years
later, at the time of prime Minister Macmi-llan's speech
about a Wind of Change, he was to be found, on the eve of
his retirement, administering a chunk of Africa not quite as

large as France. I owe mybelated arrival in this wodd to the
feeling which my parents shared with many others at the
end of Wodd War One, that they had a duty to help replace
the hundreds of thousands of young men slaughtered in the
tfenches. So I was precisely a generation younger than my
brother and, on actuarial calculation, I am destined to live to
the end of the century - merely on actuarial calculation, I
repeat, for fear of tempting the Fates to scatter banana skins
in my path from the moment I descend from this platform.
Childhood memories include background noises from the
slump and the General Strike and continuing reverberations
fiom Woddwar One.

At school I learnt of Signor Mussolini who made the trains
run to time, of Russian treason trials in which everyone
confessed to everlthing, and of Herr Hitler who one
moment seemed to be shut up in a fortress and the next
moment Chancellor of Germany and, soon after, vigorously
shooting his own Brownshirts who were all found in bed
with one another - a feature of current affairs that was
explained to me with some embarassment.

I was just old enough to enteftain - but too timid to
execute - romantic plans for joining the International
Brigade to fight Franco and Fascism. Two years later, in
wartime Cambridge, I found a safer outlet for my radical
enthusiasms in organising sandwich-board processions
round Market Hill to urge the immediate grant of Inde-
pendence to India. I too had tead Kim, but, unlike my
brother, was of a generation to have supplemented Kipling
with the writings of Gandhi and Nehru. Two years later still,
it was in India that I found myself doing three out of my five
years War Service, and discovering how truly compelling
were the arguments for Indian Independence; but also the
impracticality of implementing political ideals in the middle
of aWoddWar.

There were many other hard lessons to be learnt from
those years, War being, as we all know, a biaios didaskalos.
Ifith the advantage of all the autobiographical literature of
World War One, I did not, like my brother, expect war to be
like the \il(averley Novels; but, though literature is a help,
there is much that you can only learn from the thing itself:
strange discoveries about war and disagreeable discoveries
about oneself. Not the least important discovery was that to
be a"southem, provincial, middle-class, boarding-school-
bred, ehssically-educated Englishman was not the
quintessence of being human, nor even the quintessence of
being English, let alone British.l

In the post-war Britain of barbed wire and nissen huts -
the Britain in which Orwell wrote Nineteen Eighty-Four- I



had to choose a career. To be a novelist required talent or
inspiration: to be a don one would need high scholarship: a

monastery would expect faith and celibacy; so I became a

not very good teacher ofclassics.
The educational scene I entered in 1947 had changed

since 19O2, but not radically. Tlte 1944 Education Act, with
its Tripartite System, was a logical sequel to the 1902 Act,
and the Grammar Schools still followed the Public Schools
(as Morant had intended) in their ethos and cumiculum.

Vastly dffierent is the educational scene I shall shortly be
leaving. If a visitor from Mars, inspecting Grammar Schools
in 1947, had asked himself what appeared to be the function
of schooling, the answer would surely have been that it was
to inculcate academic knowledge: that is to say knowledge
identified as useful for passing public exams. A Martian
visiting an inner-city Comprehensive in l9a4 would
probably conclude that the functions of schooling were to
ease the assimilation of ethnic minorities, to eradicate unfair
discrimination by class, sex, race or religion, to compensate
for economic or psychological deprivation, to integrate the
handicapped into the ranks of normal children, to teach
sexual hygiene and to divert the instinctual aggressiveness
of the young from xenophobic stereotypes; redirecting it
against Militarism, Exploitation and Injustice; also Nuclear-
Power-Stations, Seal-Culling, Cruise Missiles, Mrs. Thatcher,
Sir Keith Joseph, President Reagan and any other such wa:r
fi5pres to be found in this or that teacher's Chamber of
Horrors.

More pertinently to this meeting; when I began teaching
in 1947, more pupils were taking Latin and Greek in School
Certificate than ever before, and prophecies of the wrath to
come if classicists failed to get on terms with the 2Oth
Century were confidently disregarded. Now, when I am
about to leave the scene. the wrath has indeed come to
many classics departments, including my own; the GCE
figures in Latin and Greek are best forgotten: manv teachers
have been overwhelmed, others have drav'n nev'strength
from adversity, while others still har.e put a toe into the 20th
century, not liked it much and gone back to their \orth and
Hillard in the brave hope that histon'n-ill one dar be re -run
backwards.

What, then, could be said, with hindsipdrt. about rhe tirst
81 years of ttris century that, if foreseen, miplrt have helped
educators to prepare the young for living in it?

Item One: violence and suffering - standard since the dav-n
of history and probably before.

Item Ttuo: murderous cruelry, practised on a scale that
would have impressed Tamburlaine and Attila.

Items Tbree to Seuert: tawdry triumphs and cankered
utopias, successes that turned to disaster, promises be-
trayed and ideals turned sour.

Item Eigbt: failure. Hooourable endeavours in matters great
and small, sustained in adversity, resilient in defeat and
rewarded with the ultimate accolade of ignominy or
oblivion.

W'e have seen pretentiousness and vaniry posing as

distinction; and heartless ambition disguised as patriotism
or compassion. We have also seen heroic examples of
courage, endurance, self-sacrifice, self-effacement and all
the other shining qualities of which the human spirit is

capable. In all this our century ha^s not been much different
from any other. Like the century before it, ours has seen
rapirl social, political and technological change; but our
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century's changes have brought some quite new features of
life to the \il7estern wodd: increased leisure; much wider
distribution of material comforts; greater longevity; and a

shift in employment from unskilled to skilled occupations.
In the meantime Europe's four centuries of world

supremacy have come to an end, and Britain has ceased to
be an imperial power. If it *.as indeed God who made us
migltty, then he must have had second thoughts about it,
since 'Victory' in tw'o World V'ars has left us painfully
learning that we must gi\.e up tn'ing to behave like a first
class power with third class resources. On the other hand,
life in Britain is more comfortable and more secure for more
people than ever before.

But it is not a centurv that one can trust. Wodd-wide
conr-ulsions have twice destror-ed al1 private plans and
prospects with devastating suddenness. and could do so
again; and even in peacetime most indiyiduals probably feel
less aware that they are relativelv and statisticallv well-off,
than that they are still vulnerable to sickness, pain,
bereavement, poyerty, unemployment and a hundred other
causes of unhappiness.

Such then. is our habitat. How should our education have
prepared us for it? And the adults of the future. hos' should
they be prepared? My father, my brother and I were all
beneficiaries of the Grand Old Fortifying Classical
Curriculum. Were we fortified for the 2oth Century?

Yes and No. In itself the diet was too restrictedl short on
modern ideas and ideologies, and on Modern European and
American literature. But nothing except intellectual
laziness need have prevented us from making up these
deficiencies for ourselves. A more serious lack was enough
science to enable us to take an informed interest in the
brilliant discoveries of the century. Another serious lack
was an education of the hand and eye. In our davs Greek Art
and Architecture were something to refer to occasionally,
but not to look at. either in reproduction or actuality. And
no one ever thought to teach us hos- to make or mend
an\-thing.

Todav feg chi,ldren need suffer such deficiencies in their
education - or. at lea^st. educators u'ould feel guilry if they
did i go all the s-ar- rr-ith Sir Keith, or with any other
educational mandarin s"ho thinks there should be a core
curriculum to teach the skills of numerary, oracy, literacy,
graphicacr-. computer manipulation and anyhing else that
is needed if one is not to be an idiot in the wodd of today.
But one of the functions of education, I believe, is, and
als-ar-s has been, that of helping human beings to answer the
question: 'How am I to live?'- and, with acknowledgements
to the eminent churchman, we might add,'and die?', seeing
that a great deal of premature dyingwas required of those of
militarv age during the first half of the century, and the
second half sees many of us facing a long drawn-out physical
decline.

In my grandfather's parish the question of how to live
scarcely arose for 90% of the parishioners - or at least it
could only be answered within the very restricted limits
imposed by economic necessity; and forwomen of any class
the answer in the past has been narrowly circumscribed by
social conventions.

However, as we approach the end of the century, with
increased leisure, more widespread educational oppor-
tunities and the decay of traditional conventions and
restraints, the choices for everyone in Britain have become
wide and real - very wide and very real by comparison with
1865.

If anything in education helps to answer our questions
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otherwise than as Big Brother might answer them (invoking
The Parry, The Fathedand - or God) ir is not to be found in
those curriculum areas which support the nationtd
economy. It is to be found, if anywhere, in the Humanities,a
which purvey Culture. I have now uttered my second taboo
word: 'Culture' being so notoriously ambiguous that it
immediately prompts awkward people to ask: 'do you mean
Culture in the archaeologists' and anthropologists' sense; or
do you mean High Culture, as in T. S. Eliot's,Ay'ofes tolaards a
definition of Culture; or again as in the ill-famed clich€ of
the Nazi era: .When I hear the word Culture, I reach for my
gun,' spoken as though 'Culture' were a portmanteau word
for that effeminacy, dilettantism and affectation that must
never cofltaminate the wholesome patriotic virtues of the
Aryan Superman.

Perhaps I should have settled for the word'Civilisation'
rather than'Culture'. The two words seem not identical, but
to ovedap. Would you agree that it is civilised to abolish
capital punishment and to care for the sick and eldedy, but
that this is not a touchstone of culture; equally that one can
be civilised but won't be considered very cultured if one
doesn't give twopence for Shakespeare, Beethoven or
Michelangelo? Or would you prefer to distinguish them by
saying that, in the area of conduct, Civilisation is concerned
with morals, while Culture is concerned with manners. On
some such grounds manypeople might say thatwe ought to
ask education merely to make us civilised, leaving it to
individuals to decide whether or not they want to be
cultured. However one can think of literature in which
manners embody moral ideals; ideals which have become
all the more influential because mediated through poetry
and fiction rather than through dogma and homiletics.

Anyhow 'Civilisation' is itself an awkward word. Lord
Clarke, in a series of 1 3 Television lectures bearing that title,
nerrer got round to telling us what it was, though he did tell
us some things that it wasn't: nomads, for one; the Vikings,
and the society depicted by Hogarth.

Bronowski's Ascent of Man series was the scientific
counterpart of Lord Clarke's Ciuilisation Bronowski
named his theme 'Cultural Evolution' and gave us a forth-
right definition ofwhat Civilisation is and isn't. 'Civilisation',
he said, 'is not a collection of finished artefacts; it is the
elaboration of processes. In the end the march of man is the
refinement of the hand in action.'It is good to be reminded
that if vre, as a nation, are civilised, it is not because we
collectively own the contents of the National Gallery and
the British Museum. Nevertheless I think there is somettring
defective in a definition of Civilisationwhich does not touch
on moral khaviour, and which would give the Vikings, with
their wonderfirl craftsmanship, a place of honour, regardless
6f dlsir fosutali4' and destructiveness.

Of course there are today robust people - not all of them
liazis - stro are themselves Vikings at heart and regard
Civilisatioq in the same rn'av that any self-respecting Viking
s-ouldhar-e regarded a monasten- rich in treasures of art and
der-otion - as simplv asking to be plundered. For these
people Culurre is contemptible it enfeebles the healthy
m*ruline ego - acquisitire and self-assertive as Nature
intended

Ilone d^ngerons to culture is the malice of those who
rqatd it as indelibh'taiflted sith privilege and exclusir-e-
neSs. TO puritznq slrdr as drese. it is either an affectation
adopted to rnzk people of simple ta.stes feel inferior: or it is
a baleftl en&ntment to seduce lirnrous ler-ellers from

'Civilisation as we know it is based on all the despotisms,
the cruelties, the exclusions, the monopolies and the
rapacities of the past.'At this point you are owed an apologv.
From my title you would be justified in expecting by now
some words on Utopias and Kakotopias, but the words you
are going to get are very few indeed. When I first planned
this paper eight months ago, the title and the subject
seemed wholly suitable fqr May 1984. So I duly read, or
re -read, Nineteen E igbty -Four, eapek,s RLR ( discovering,
on the way, the origin of the word Robot), Braue Neut
World, E. M. Forster's Tlte Macbine Stops, H. G. Wells,s
M odern. Utopia, Edward Bellamy's Looking Backuards and
Samuel Butler's Ereubon: not to mention Gulliuefs
Trauels, Tbe Neu Atlantic, Tbe City of tbe Sun, SX Thomas
More, and Plutarch's Lycurgus. And I duly learnt that the
enemies of Civilisation and Culture, as seen by the Utopia-
writers from 187O's onwards, were the Class Conflict and
Technology - either or both. The first draft of this paper was
full of Utopias and Kakotopias, of synopses and appraisals,
and the second draft likewise. But with the New year we
began to get such a surfeit of Orwell and Orwelliana that, in
the end, it was two novels of HenryJames which helped me
most to consider whetherJACT was, like the Magn a Cata jn
1O66 arud All Tltat, a Good Thing, or a Bad Thing, like a
Surfeit of Palfreys and the Beginning of political Economy.
Two novels of Henry James, and a passage from the most
eminent of allUtopias-or Kakotopias, ifyou think thatway-
TbeRepublic of Plato.

The quotation I gave you iust now, on the disreputable
foundations of Civilisation, came from Flenry James,s
Princess Casamassima, and,the words are the words of the
hero, a bookbinder who is the bastard son of a dissolute
English nobleman and a French milliner who died in prison,
condemned for murdering her seducer. The words occur in
a letter written from Venice, where the hero is spending the
tiny legacy left him by his fostermother, a dressmaker, who
has worked herself to death to bring him up as besr she
could, in her slum tenement: and the letter is addressed to a
cosmopolitan princess who is involved with him in an
international anarchist conspiracy which reaches from the
depths of the London and Paris slums to the ranks of the
nobility - a scenario which has been criticised as im-
plausible, but effectively defended by other critics as
wholly authentic, the 188O's having had to live with widely
rami$,ing anarchist conspiracies, iust as we in the l98o's are
having to live with international terrorism.

The plot presents the hero (and the reader) wittr a
dilemma. Granted the degradation, misery, squalor and
hopelessness of the exploited classes, and the callous
indifference of the governing €lite, comfortably ensconced
in their luxurious town and country houses, surrounded by
armies of servants and the incidental treasures of an
inherited culture; granted this, is it right to conspire for the
destruction by violence of this ding aristocracy, and with
the aristocrats the culture which they preserve, but which
most of them are too boorish to appreciate?

Frorn the circumstances of his birth and his ambivalent
heredify our hero has an inflamed sense of social injustice,
but also an acute sensitivity to the charm and beauty of the
aristocratic culture which he encounters in the age-
encrusted country house where he visits the princess: and.
more ol-errrtrelrninglv. in the palaces of Venetian noblemen.
He is afraid that the Princess and her anarchist friends wiil
vr-anl ifl flte interests of iustice and eqrralin-. to burn dox'n
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In the 2oth Cenrury we have found ways of paniaily
democratizing Culture without burning down iountry
houses or cutting up Titians, but I suspect that a census of
visitors to National Trust properties and to the Nation,s
museums and galleries would show the Registrar General,s
lowest social class categories to be seriously under_
represented.

ln Tbe Princess Casamassima the passion for Culture is
seen in conflict with the passion for Social Justice. ln Tlte
Ambassadord;ames considers Culture in relation to moral
conduct. If I may remind those who know the novel. and
inform those who don'i, the plot revolves round the
question of whether a certain intelligent young American
ought to go back to his small town in Massachuseits to -rrrythe nice uncomplicated girl-next-door - to whom he is
engaged - and become stinking rich manufacturing
chamber-pots (or some such article); or, on the other hand]
should he stay in Paris, cultivating his sensibilities and living
in sin on a perfectly adequate inherited income with a
highly civilised Frbnch Countess. As a plot-synopsis that
might not earn many marks in GCE, but it is, perhaps,
enough to suggest that being civilised in a Jamis novel
means having the capacity to respond to, and assimilate, the
legacy bequeathed by centuries of culture and tradition.
Culture is epitomized by paris - a jewel which ,twinkled and
trembled and melted together and what seemed all surface
one moment seemed all depth the next'_ and paris is
personified in the Countess, an exquisite creature whose
life-style, manners, sensibility, and above all the delicacy of
touch with which she has turned Chadwick Newsome, the
young American - whom by the way, she desperately loves
- turned him from a brash and callow youth into a charming,
s€nsitive, polished young man of tact and, sauoir faire-_
these qualities and this achievement serve to challenge the
moral preconceptions of the eldedy American who has
been sent from Massachusetts to fetch the young man back.
He is further charmed by the courage, skill and aigrrlry *ltt,
which she fights to keep her lover in defianie of the
vigorous campaign waged by his family to reparriate him in
the interests of respectability and profit-making.

Nevertheless she has a husband and a daughter and her
love-affair is immoral, and not only by the conventions of
Massachusetts at the turn of the century; so the point is
quietly made that to be cultured is not necessarilv to be
moral. Furthermore she is older than her lover, and there
are hints that he will soon leave her, and maybe has already
another mistress hidden away elsewhere. So culture doei
not lead to happiness either, but rather to a refinement of
unhappiness.

Why, then, does one feel with the eldedy American that
one would rather be as the Countess, than enioy affluence
with the conventionally moral, self-assured, imperceptive
and insensitive family of Chad Newsome _ even if it were to
turn out that the article of manufacture were not a chamber_
pot - for we are never specifically told _ but some other
helpflil artefact that might in a small way increase the
hygiene or comfort of the firm,s custo-..s? Why do we
persist in teaching classics, when we could convert to
teaching technology, or if we couldn,t, why don,t we make
way for those who could?

To this second question there may, of course, be some
very banal and utilitarian answers; but these I will pass over
and assume that we teach classics, not from incompetence
to do anything else, but because either reason or instinct
tell-s us that technology is not enough. Should we go further
and become a Joint Association for the Advancement of

Classics and the Retardation of Technology, declaringwith
Paolo Freire - or was it Ivan Illych _ that tichnology iould
have been stopped after the invention of the bicycli?

dutifully read my way through Looking Backuards
(Boston, Mass. in the year ZOOO\, Netas from Noubere (Theftrlu: Valley, somerime rtter t962),A Modern Utopia (a
garallel, but perfected, world to that of 1905), Ttte Micltiie
.trops (the wodd rhousands of years on from t9t4),twas
interested to note how technology alternately appeareO as
the ruin or the saviour of Civilisation. But with A raue Neu.,
W-orld came genetic engineering, and with r?t/R the
elimination of the H.--* Race by the more functionally
efficient Robots - which suggesied that by the l92ob
technology was causing more-alarm than optimism, and
fore-shadowing our post-atomic fears that our brilliant
scientists may have 

-been, and still be, a horri$ringly
irresponsible bunch of Sorcerer,s Apprentices.

Nevertheless, if we cast our minds back to that faded
photograph of the street outside ttre Shropshire Grammar
School, we should be reminded by the pi.rrfo.. and the
trailing black clothes that in 19OO it was virtually impossible
to have the leisure to be cultured without at least one
housemaid and one ,Cook-daily,. Even in my childhood,
whel every middle-class household had its Hoover, one
'maid of all work'was the absolute minimum. Nowwe have,
inter alia, automated washing machines, deep_freeze fooj
storage, micro-waye ovens, non-fuon clothes, convenience
foods and the Chinese Take-away. Add to these the in_yention of the disposable nappy and the au pair girl andwho, this side of the fanded Aristocracy, the 

*Higher

Bourgeoisie and the Industrial Tycoonery still nieds
domestic servants to exploit?

Let us look back for a moment over my devious progress
towards a rzerdicr onJACT as champion of the clasiicslWe
are agreed, I trust, that, on the one hand, technology has
diminished, if not abolished, the incompatibility b."t*r..r,
cultureand social justice that on the otherhand technology
cannot help us to decide howwe should live and die in the
2oth or 21st century, but that culture can; and could
perhaps help us to control technology before it takes over
our liyes in the fashion of eapek,s Universal Robots. We now
have the problem of what the late Schools Council might
have called the take-up factor. We ourselves may wish to
order our lives by the light of our culture, but we cannot be
unaware that many of our pupils are quite content to ordertleir\ves by the wit and wisdom of their pop_group Idols,
thea Daily Prolefeed, thetr Women's Very ilum Weekty and
by the subliminal ethics of TV.o--...id, and Hollywood
films. And there will be those pupils who are congenital
Vikings, and the children of Vikings, and the broth-ers or
sisters of Vikings, to whom the problem of Chad Newsomein Tbe Ambassadors is no p.obt.* at all. Ot course he
should have gone home and got stinking rich, and then he
would haye been able to buy up any number of French
Countesses, and all the French culture he wanted: Louis
Quinze furniture and a chateau to put it in, and the classical
French authors in superior bindings, and some Manets and
Renoirs. whose market value has so spectaculady risen. And
alatter-day Chad could have all this while commuting wirh
his countesses between the ski-slopes of Europe and the
suding beaches of Australia, still keeping in touch with the
stock-exchanges, the commodity markets and his own
chamber-pot empire, thanks to the marvels of modern
communications technology. Some years ago the friend of a
friend of mine who was teaching 

"t 
, ,r.ry"r.,perior public

School was approached by a p"pit of this sort and asked,
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with every appearance of sincerity, ,Surely, 
sir, you wouldn,t

be here teaching Classics if there were anlthing else you
could be doing?'

Such things will happen, but times could be worse. Thev
were worse in 1940, when an eminent novelist and critic
wrote an essay entitled, .Does Culture Matter?, .Our
problem, as I see it,' he wrote, ,is this. Is what we have got
worth passing on? We inherit a tradition which has lastedlor
about 3,OO0 years . . . in the past culture has been paid for by
the ruling classes . . . as a form of social snobbery. Today
pfople are coming to the top who are, in some ways, more
clear-sighted and honest . . . and they refuse to pay ior what
they don't want. When they are hurryrng to lead their own
lives, ought we to get in their way fike i maiden aunt, our
arms, as it were, full ofparcels, and say to them, ,I was given
these to hand on to_you... Sophocles, Velasquez, fi.r*y
James. . . I'm afraid they,re a little healy, but you,ll get to
loye them in time. .. and tf you don't take tir.- o? -yhands, I don't knowwhowill. . . please. . . please . . . they,re
really important, theyrre culture.,

Nineteen-forty was, of course, a bad, year for maiden
aunts. From June onwards the people on top were wholly
occupied with designing strategies to repel the German
armies from the shores of Britain and the evacuee-billeting_
officer from their country homes; so whether or not th;
cared about culture it did not get much of a look in. Towardl
the end of his essay our novelist becomes plaintive.
''Without bitterness,' he writes, .let us drink the wine _ no
one wants it, though it came from the vineyards of Greece
and the Gardens of persia. Let us break tfre gass _ no one
admires it, no one cares any more about quality or form.'Without bitterness and without conceit let us take our
leaye.' But 'the dfficulty here,' he concludes, ,is that the
higher pleasures are not really wines or glasses at all. They
rather resemble religion, and it is impossibte to enjoy them
without trying to hand rhem on.,

That was E. M. Forster in 1940. Ourproblem, as I see it in
1984, is not so much how to persuade^the people on top to
subsidise culture - even with Arts Council iuts, culture
does a great deal better than it did in 1940. Rather it is how
to convince the children of Ever),rnan and Everywoman that
quality and foffn are not aspects of intellectual snobbery and
social exclusiveness, but of the uniquely human capacity to
order the values of our wodd, and thai the experiences of
the Greeks and Romans can illuminate life in ni.mingt 

"*and_Bermondsey aswell as inBloomsburyand OxbriOg*e. No
small problem we have here, you may be saying. But let us
not approach it in the spirit in which middle-class relarives
used to tell me in my childhood that slum_clearance was
largely a waste of time if it meant putting Ur,t , i" working_
class homes, as they would only bi usedlor keeping coal in.
There is no reason to srrppose that a feeling for form and for
the taking of baths are exclusive to rhe upper ana middle
classes now and forever.

Still, that there are a Etrear many dfficulties is nor to be
denied; but we c"fl, at least, tackle rhem with imagination
and humility - qualities not often shown by the Higf, rrlesrs
of the Grand Old Forti$ing Classics. The Grand Old
Fortiffing style was too much like the version I know of ttre
party-game of Passing the parcel. In this, when the music
stops, the holder of the parcel is forbidden to take offmore
than the outermost wrapping, which reveals merely another
wrapping beneath it; then the process is repeated, and
repeated - and repeated - until eventually thi lucky last
player takes offthe final wrapping and walks away with the
present inside. The wrappings, in the Grand OId Fortifier,

were (give or take a wrapping) Kennedy's Sltorter Latin
Primer, Ritchie's First Steps in Latin and Greek, North and
Hillard, Fctbulae Faciles, elementary prose Composition,
School Certi_ficate, Entrance Scholarships anO nnaly the
Tripos parts I and II, or Mods and Greats, as the case might
be.

Somehow, towards the end - or mayLre years later _ one
discovered what was in the parcel _ whai classics was all
about; not just an intellectual discipline which qualified onefor superior forms of employment (such as governing
chunks of Africa) but about the mysteries of exisience ani
the many ways in which one could be human: about
language and its power to explore the extremes of human
agony or to distil the experience of six centuries of dvnamic
civilisation: and finally it was about choic. 

".rd th.
consequence of choosing this way or that.

But not many of those who were given the parcel to
unwraq evef got beyond the first few wrappings, especially
not in those Grammar Schools set up or..r.,r.itrt.d by thi
l9O2 Bducation Act: and of course the great majority of
young people never saw the parcel at all.

If Classics is to play its part with the other Humanities
subjects in helping people to live and die, then Classics must
be offered in some other way than as a parcel with many
wrappings. By those who say that Classics is ,necessarily
elitist' it is assumed that there es no other way, and that
maybe the wrappings themselves are of value _ thev teach
you how to spell, or tothink straight, or to cherish r...r.r.y
and shun carelessness.6

, I am going to invoke educational theory to suggest that
this is wrong and there is anotherway.

This theory - the theory of the spiral curriculum _ rests
on the belief that the grand concepts, the truths about
human existence, which lie at the hiart of the academic
disciplines, can, without falsity or distortion, he presented
to children from quite a young age in spirally Lcending
stages, each return consolidating and enriching the previl
ously acquired understanding.

The implication of this theory is that the reacher must
think deeply atlout the subject-matter of his teaching, both
at course level and at topic level, to identi{, the esiential
elements - the elements which must be grasped if the pupils
are to understand what the topic or subject ls, funia_
mentally, about. V/hen the teacher has identified what
seems to be essential, the task then remains to distil this
element in such a way that something of it can be assimi-
lated at the first encounter, something that can form the
basis for a gradual enrichment of undeistanding each time
the topic is revisted on the ascending spiral.

Metaphors of parcels and spirals and distillations are all
v-ery well, you may think, but some sort of practical
illustration would be helpful. Well, Roman Gladiators, The
Roman Army, Greek Religion, Greek Drama and Greek
Architecture are - are they not? - stock topics in any
Classical Studies course. I offer as the essence bf tne topii
'Gladiators'7 Collectiue Sadism (try which I mean prUfi.
enjoyment of the sight of sentient creatures in ttreir death
agony), of 'The Roman Army' Military Discipline- (which
includes Morale and, Esprit de Corps), of ,Gieek Religion,
Rituals and Beliefs aboutDeatb and tlteAfterlife,of ,G.ieek

?:*f' tbe Mysterious Effects of Someone Embodying an
Identitl' otber tban bis Oum. All these offerings' are
tentative, and I would be willing to be talked out oi them
into other diagnoses. The topic ,Greek Architecture, I will
try to deal with more fully. It is not, to me, fundamentally,
about the three orders, nor about the composition of a

=-_
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Dofic entablature, nor the techniques of the Greek stone-
masons, though these are important, not to say necessary
aspects ofthe subject.

'Greek Architecture' is about what is pleasing to the
Human Eye, and why; and about the relationship between
form and function. Some of those present may have heard
me praise a course on Greek Architecture given in an inner-
cify comprehensive. It began by convincing the pupils -with some diffrculry - that they had bad visual memories.
This was a step towards persuading them to look at the
houses in which they live, then at other houses in their
street. Later they identified neoclassical features in the
architecture of their neighbourhood and discussed what
they found pleasing and what displeasing and why. Only
when pupils had learnt to look at buildings intelligently did
the course consider the conventions of Greek Temple
architecture and their relation to the functions of a temple,
going on to discover how the architects and sculptors tried
to solve the decorative problems created by the con-
ventions within which theywere obliged, or chose, to work.

I repeat that better scholars might identi_Sr different
essences in any given subject; but I think dl aspects of
Classics will have, essentially speaking, one common
characteristic - they will all have reference to the Here and
Now as well as to the There and Then, thus becoming a
source of illumination for the Present and the Future as well
as for the Past.

\il7hen this or that Eminent Scholar seems to be telling me,
or my students, that the essential thing to realize about
Roman poetry is that it has nothing to do with real life, but is
a formal exercise in narrowly defined genres; or that the
essential thing to perceive in Roman poetry - the percep-
tion, for lack of which we misconceive everything, is that
Virgil, Horace and Ovid are busy signalling their intention to
write a pastiche of some archaic or Hellenistic poet - when
we seem to be being told such things, I recognise two
possibilities, one highly likely: that I, or m.v students, have
misunderstood the Eminent Scholars; the other, very
unlikely, that the Eminent Scholars are wrong. you may say
that there is a third possibility: the scholars Me not wroflg
and we have not misunderstood them. This possibility I am
reluctant to admit. If correct, it would mean that Virgil,
Horace and Ovid have not, and never had, anything to
contribute to the education of the young, and that the
leaming of Latin, as part of a general education, is a
scandalous waste of time, and Cassandrarediuiuahas hit the
nail on the head and we are indeecl scholastic pterodactyls.

That said, I will retum to the subiect of choices and leave
you with a reminder of Er the Pamphylian, who was left for
dead on the battlefield, but did not die, being miraculously
carried down alive to the Underworld in order that he might
report back for the edi-fication of mankind. The last sight he
witnessed was that of the purged spirits being marshalled
for their return to the upper wodd. Before them was spread
out an array of lives from which, in the sequence of the lots
they had drawn, they could freely choose. Great was the
eagerness f<tr the lives abounding in power, wealth and
glamour, regardless of the moral degradation they entailed.
Only the heroes of m1,th and legend had been sufEciently
schooled by their sufferings to ponder before they chose
and then they made some bizarre choices. Finally Er the
Pamphylian watched the spirit of Odysseus searching
patiently and persistently until he found a calm, obscure an<l
uneventful life.

'[he moral of this story, according to the platonic Socrates
is that we should all of us learn without clelay to discriminate

between the tdy good and the truly evil; ro understand the
effects ofphysical beauty (alias sex appeal) on those who
haye it and on those who cannot resist ii; to be aware of the
consequences ofwealth and poverty, of strength and weak_
ness. of cleverness and stupidity and of the complex
interplay of heredity and enyironment.

In Plato's mlth the purged spirits had to make their
choices once and for all before they emerged from the
Underwodd. In our reality significani choices have to be
made by the young, not dramatically but in a hundred subtle
ways as they begin to shape their personatities. Later they
may regret the dri_ft of their choices, and if they are true
children of this age theywill then blame social determinism,
parental shortcomings, their genes or their childhood
traumas. But, in the words of Socrates, the responsibi_lity
rests with the chooser, neither God nor Determinism is to
blame. And, in the words of common seflse, even if God or
Determinism were to blame, blaming will do no good; we
still have to make the best of what we have chosen, for the
choices do not stop with maturity; they go on until death. So
wgwho are here today have not yet reached exemption;we
still have an infinity of choices ro make - including the
choice between Passing the parcel and the Spiraf
Curriculum.

JOHN SFL{.RWOoD SMITH

is Emeritus Reader in Education
and part-time lecturer at
London University Institute of Education.

Notes

I This is a less frivolous point than might appear. Close acquaintance
makes it possible to coniecture the relarion between our lives (pro-
fessional and personal) and our education (not merelv schooling-). tt
seems to me to have been intimate.

2 He wrote of his ideals and achieYements in Z/: e Fditb of ctscboolmdster,
Merhuen. t9J5 o.p.

As a lonely child (his mother died u,hen he was two years old and his
step-mother took a Calvinistic view of chilclhood) he cliscovered
consolation in Chamber's Cyclopaedia of Englisb Literature, foi!|rrd in
the Vicarage's glass-fronted bookca-se, sandwiched betw-een
theological tomes of rebarbative aspect ancl repulsive contents. At
school and Cambridge he found his antithesis to loveless anglicianism
in an idealized view of the Greeks, and a meaning for his life in Gteek
Philosophy and Literature, especially after he had discovered a vocatiofl
for teaching.

.l My brother learnt this lesson in a very different sense, since these (or
most of them) were precisely the firsr credentials looked for in a
candidate for the Colonizrl Service - a Service which gave ro quire
young men immense responsibilities for the u,elfare of peoples of
diverse races and religions.

If any feader happens to be interested enough to pursue this point,
there is much of interesr in Heussler R. yesterdal.s Rulers, OLlp 1963.
For a rather superficial view of the subject see Wilkinson R. IDe
Prekcts.

My brother wrote a characteristically stiff_upper_lip account of his
career inAlzoays as Friends, Allen and Unxifi1,l{)69.

4 It will not escape the notice of readers thar I go on to imply rwo
unarf+red assumptions:
(i] that Classics can perform the functions I claimecl for Humanities,
(ii) that Cla^ssics can perform them in a special way which makes a

Humanities course defective without a Classics component. tf I
had been speaking to an uncommitted audience. I would, of
course, have had to make my c,rse for these two assumptions. Ifa any members ofJACT find they cannot accept these assumptions,
I think they should be teaching something other than ClasJics.

5 It was with a feeling of misgiving and awe that I discovered I had been
unwittingly treading in the footsteps ofa master. John Kekes, professor
of Philosophy at S\T\y ar Atbany, contribured ar1 arricle on the nature of
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morality to Pbilosopby (Vol 59, No .227. 
January tga<) using Ttte

Atnbassadors as a point of reference. He argued thai momlity is more a
mafter of moral sensitivity than of moral choices.

On the possibilities and limitations of literature fof teaching morality
see Gribble, J. Teacbing Litet ature CLIq, 1978.

The only case for Elementary Latin language asa self_contained course
that_I.find at all convincing ls that of Oivid Corson (seeHesperiamv,
I 982 ), and his thesis has yet to be established beyond legitimate doubt.
For a sophisticated discussion ofGladiatorial Combat see Chapter I of
Hopkins K Deatb and Renetqal, CUp f9S3. Hopkins refers to cock_
fighting in Thailand: aflothef, more obvious comparison would be with
Spanish Bull-fighting_ From the viewpoint oi the Historian (and
Classical-Studies-teacher) it is the differences, in origins and iusti_fication, that ale particularly interesting

Some people think that blood sports in general, an<l even moror-
racing, could be usefully brought into the disiussion.
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Causidicus

P. V. Jones

We have problems with our language courses at school. Let
us restrict the argument to Latin.

PropositionA
In order to survive, we must offer Latin (i) to a broad
intellectual band of pupils lower down rhe school, (ii) with
increasingly fewer periods to teach it in (even more true ifLatin is begun in the slxth-form). ionsequently, weproduce courses for these conditions. Excelleni Brrt Lrti, i,
u ":ry dfficu,t language, its lirerarure higtrly sophisticated
and allusive. If we offer concessions loweidownihe school,
we pay the penalry higher up.

Proposition B
we rightly emphasise that it is the literature that counrs and
strive to get on to it as soon as possible. Excellent. But given(A), the srudents are not equipped to deal with it iatis_
factorily when they come to it.

Proposition C
Examination Boarcls, responding to (B), make set_books inthe original a major part of tfreir e*aminations. Excellent.
But given the dfficulty of the Iiterature (A), Latin becomes a
brute of a subject at ,O, Ievel. Indeed, quite recently it was
conclusively shown that Latinwas the most dfficult subject
to get an 'A' in at 'O' level _ and it may still be the case for all Iknow. Tbis cripples all our effctris to make tbe subject
attractiue.

Conclusion
You'd be mad to do Latin at school. An<l if you <Io, and you
proceed with it to 'A, level, your grip on the ianguage will be
fairly shaky and therefore your iapacity ro respond intelli-
gently and sensitively to the literature hobbled.
Solution
Break the grip of set-books on rhe examination. To do this,jettison the current pattern, which is (i) learn Latin with a
course-book, (ii) read set-books for the examination.
Instead, adopt the following tack _ base examinations on a
course of utbicb an already integral part uould make acballenginpi set-book at a fair i.e. acbieuable leuel.
Example: CLC. Scrub the set-books, and say the examination
will b_ehased upon thewtrole of the CLC up to and inclu<Iing
Unit 5 (possibly Unit 4). Example: ReadingGreek Scrub the
set-books and say the examination will be ba-sed onRG as it
stands(possibly l-16, + l9).
Aduantages
'Ihe texts can be covered easily in the time, so that due
weight can be given to linguistic thoroughness ancl effective
literary response. No more frantic *riii.rg throup;I-r badly
understood set-books; no more examinations encour2ging
guesswork and knowledge of backgroun<I in place of JurI
grip; but students with a firm grip on-what they are supposed
to know. a better chance to respond intelligently-to the
literature, and a better chance to d. well in the examina-
tions. With CLC, all the paralinguistic work of the earlier
Stages can be examined in its original context.

Disaduantages
Same_boring old set b_ooks. But with CLC, for example, onecould substitute for 

.Lfnit 5 passages of equal length andcoherence from existing,O' livel tExts.

Implications
Examinations would now have to test very thoroughlv
fAee.a what was supposed to have been covered, rather
than (as at the moment) offering life_lines to students withwoolly kn_owledge of too_largE a syllabus: thar means.thorough (let us call it traditiJnal, if you must) testing oflr:qy5: and background. .W.e 

aim for detailed 
-t 

o*t."Og"
of slightly less rather thanhazy knowledge of too much.
Vlty uill tbe suggestion not be aclopted?
Examination Boards, especially the 

-dons 
on them, will start

screaming about ,lowering 
stanclards,. I make rwo points.

First, they need to be lowerecl (see above). Second, theproposal offers a serious chance of attracting both more
students aMwho haye a better linguistic grip. W.ould a donrather teach someone whose Uactlrounjhas been woollv
knowledge ofwhat has not been doi. tt o.o.rgnf ;;p;;;;
and confident knowledge of the slightly less that has beendone tho.roughly? To put it starkly, ,,i r.riO a don rather have
as a pupil someone who sort of knew 600 lines of Virgil foran examination demanding straiE;l,rt translatioll, ,.- f.*
comprehension questions and an esiay, or 200 lines ofVirgilwith complete linguistic rhoroup*1neis and knowledge ?fcontext?
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Mythical Meanings:
Greek Myth in the Classroom

N. P. O'Brien
In Advent 1855 Charles Kingsley, completed his new book,
Tbe Heroes described by. the author as ,a little present of old
Greek fairy tales to my children Rose, Maurice and Mary,.
There is a certain Victorian quaintness about the justifica-
tory preface and the presentation of the stories as a whole.
Yet Charles Kingsley's Tbe lleroes has retained its popularity
for nearly a century and a half. The subl'ect-matter of the
book is quite simply the traditional stories of ttree Greek
heroes: Perseus, Jason and Theseus. Kingsley makes no
excuses for his choice of material:

There are no fairy tales like these old Greek ones, for beauty,
and wisdom, and truth, and for making children love noble
deeds, and trusr in God to help them through.'

Despite its moralistic tone (not unfamiliar to readers of
the same author's Tbe Water Babies) Kingsley's claim is
striking for its insistence upon something more than the
straightforward entertainment value of the stories. Kingsley
is.not justifying his enthusiasm for these ,old Greek fairy
tales' by simply saying that children will enjoy them or that
they will be fun to read. Instead he is maintaining that their
preservation in the literary heritage of the adult to the child
rests primarily upon an educational justification: children
will be significantly better offby virnre of the fact that they
have been exposed to these stories in an approrpiate and
sympathetic way.

If there is then a prima facie case, albeit unsubstantiated
at this stage, to be made out for the use of these stories in the
education of our children, it seems clear that their more
widespread resuscitation might prove in the long-term to
be one of the more obvious blessings of the decline of Iatin
and Greek. It is increasingly the case that such traditional
subjects are being replaced in the secondary school
curriculum by a rather more comprehensive introduction
to the ancient Greek and Roman wodd. No longer is what
used to be called a 'classical education' con_fined to the
mastery of the grammar, vocabulary and syntax of Latin and
Greek. Even in schools where latin and Greek might be
taken as examination subjects at ,O,and ,A, level it seems
sensible that pupils should be encouraged to learn these
languages by at least one academic year,s introduction to
the Greek and Roman heritage in general, especially where
later exposure to t-atin and Greek is not compulsory- In such
cases, it seems necessary that material used in Classical
Studies or Classical Civilisation courses should both
stimulate interest in the Romans and Greeks, in such a way
that the acquisition of t-atin and Greek might become a
genuine aspiration, and at the same time serve some
worthwhile educational purpose. It is the contention of this
afticle that the reading, telling and recreation of traditional
Greek tales should constitute an invaluable element of any
such course. It is maintained that the educational purpose of
these tales does not simply depend upon their ,ri. as ,
preparation for the more thorough appreciation of
European art and literature; it is not simply a question of
ensuring that in later life people will be able to ,get the

reference'. Rather it is to be argued that these tales have
intrinsic educational merit which enhances their claim to a
place in a Classical Studies introducrory course. As Elizabeth
Cook remarks in her book 7De Ordinary and tbe Fabulolts:

The inherent greatness of myth arrd tury tale is a poetic
greatness. The best stories are like extended lyrical images of
unchanging human predicaments and strong unchanging
hopes and fears, loves and hatreds.2

The stories that we are concerned with here are firmly
rooted in the realm of the fantastic, and as such are counter-
poised to the ordinarywodd of common-sense,reality,. For
the sake of convenience we can classi$ them together as a
unit under the title of 'Greek Mlths' but the distinctions to
be drawn between m1ths, legends and folk tales are not
always clear. We might have an intuitive feeling that mlths
are somehow connected with gods or the supernatural in a
religious context, that legends are primarily the domain of
heroes and perhaps the occasional heroine, and that folk
tales are rather more likely to be concerned with magic. In
fact, many of the stories we are likely to regard as Greek
mlths will contain elements taken ftom all three of these
categories. For the most part then, the expression .Greek
mlth'will not be used in any technical sense. It is assumed
that the sort of stories we are considering for inclusion in a
Classical Studies course will include a broad range of
elements that might in a more technical context be assigned
to several specific pigeon-holes within the general frame-
work of fantastic literature.

Whilst there has perhaps been a recent tendency for
children's literature to become more 'realistic,, to deal ex-
plicitly with the sort of environment and problems that are
likely to be confronted by a child living in an industrial
wodd in the 20th century, myths and fairy tales stand out at
the other extreme as examples of literature, and not
necessarily children's literafure, that do not seek to confine
themselves in their context and imagery to the familiar.
Some might suggest that this is a deficiency, that the latent
assumptions such stories betray are reactionary and in-
sidious, that their failure to address the child in ttre concrete
realities of his own familiar environment represents a
conclusive argument against their use. It seems possible
however to make out a case in opposition to such critics.
The attempt to appeal to a child's imagination through the
medium of the familiar and what passes as his own ex-
perience of realiry seems to rest upon the mistaken
assumption that in an increasingly fragmented society the
experience of thirty schoolchildren is sufficiently
homogeneous to render that sort of literary realism
practicable. It is surely not fanciful to suppose that the
breakdown of the collective imagination that has attended
(ris increasing fragmentation of society has left us with
Eliot's 'heap of broken images'3 and it seems misguided
under such circumstances to consider that the path to
psychological salvation lies with the literary equivalent of
'Grange Hill'. Explicit references to particular problems,
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thought to be appropriate, may in fact strike discordant or in
some cases uncomprehended notes with a class from
varying social and ethnic backgrounds. Nor is the argument
in fayour of mlths or tales of fantasy of the sort that says it is
tretter that everybody should be kept in the dark by intro-
ducing stories that are totally inaccessible to the whole
class. On the contrary, the argument in favour of the
deployment of such stories asserts their universal applic-
ability. As Elizabeth Cook points out, mlrhs deal
symbolically with the perennial human predicaments,
including those that confront the chitd at each stage of his
development. To that extent, such stories transcend the
particular and therein, paradoxically, lies their essential
relevance. For it might be agreed that such stories, if
handled sensitively, do more than simply scrape the surface
of the developing personality. Instead they might be seen as
an important factor in the eyentual psychological inte-
gration of the individual, and such integration might equallv
be regarded as the most valuable asset in the ineyitable
human confrontation with adversity that more overtly
'realistic' children's literature might seek to particularise. As
Antony Kenny has shown, the integration of Freud,s three
psychic elements, the ego, the superego and id, might not be
so dissimilar from the Platonic ideal harmony of

td l,oyrotrr6v, td 0upoer66q, and td dmgutrrqor6v and certainly
Plato was no stranger to the idea of using mlths in the
Utopian Republic as an educational device to foster that
psychic harmony.

Our treaffnent of the educational value of Greek rnlths,
then, is becoming 'psychological'. That is to say, we are
beginning to face the essential educational question ofwhat
exposure to this pafrcular body of material is likely to be
doing to the children for whom it is intended, what it is
doing to their minds, their emotions, their personalities as a
whole. The answers to these questions seem to depend
upon what we think myths are and what function we feel
able to assign to fantastic literature in general. The specialist
material dealing with these problems has become in-
creasingly complex and diyerse, a nexus of issues
embracing psychology, anthropology, and linguistics.
Neyertheless it seems possible to draw some conclusions.

One such conclusion has already been indicated: ttrat
myth provides representations of certain fundamental
unconscious fantasies cofirmon to all mankind. It is then no
coincidence that different mythologies disclose the
fecurrent themes of parricide, castration, incest and
monsters since in psychoanalltical terms the prevalence of
such themes represents the surfacing of primitive wishes
and fears repressed in ttre course of man's socialization. Nor
are such representations confined to mlth, but occur in
disguised form in religion, art, and most importantly in
dreams.

I should like you to notice too, ttrat the analysis of dreams has
shown us that the unconscious makes use of a particular
symbolism. . . This symbolism varies partly from individual
to individual; but partly it is laid down in a typical form and
seems to coincide with the syrnbolism which as we suspect
undedies our myths and fairy tales. It seems not impossible
that these creations of the popular mind might find an ex-
planation tirough the help of dreams.s

Psychoanalysis proposes to provide the tools for
deciphering the coded messages of the unconscious, and it
is with these tools that subsequent theorists from Jung and
Rank to Barthes and levi-strauss haye found themselves
working. We might expect then our mlths andtury tales to

confront in symbolic terns areas of conflict arising out of
repressed wishes and latent fears. The notion that the
function of fantasy is to provide an outlet for wish fulfitment
is an appealing one and has been exercised this century to
good effect by writers such as Tolkein, C. S. Lewis and more
recently Richard Adams. Tolkein it is, who in his essay Oz
Fairy Tales6 provides the theoretical background to stories
of the 'happily ever after' variety with his consideration of
the elements of recovery, escape and consolation as contri-
buting to what he calls the 'eucatastrophic, dimension of
fantasy. But ifwe are to remain true to our Freudian model,
then we must also recognise that fantasy is not only
consoling but also dislocating in its exposure of the
repressed.

As RosemaryJackson remarks in her booklqantaqt - Tbe
I iterature of S ub uers ion :

Fantastic literature transforms the real through this kind of
dis-covery. It does not introduce novelty, so much as
uncoyer all that needs to remain hidden if the wodd is to be
comfortably'known'. Its uncanny effects reveal an obscure
region which lies behind the homely and native.T

But this is not the end of the story, asJackson points out a
fewpages later.

Fantasies are not however, countercultural . . . On the
contrary they frequently seem to re-confirm instifutional
order by supplying a vicarious fulftment of desire and
neutralising an urge towards transgression.s

In other words, in those cases where fantasy does not
simply embody a relatively straightforward wish fulfilment
or 'eucatastrophe', it instead provides for the process of
catharsis; a-fter the dis-covery of the unseen there is re-
covery; the wounds which have been opened are now
healed and through the symbolic exposure of the latent
forces the conflict is at least partially mediated.

An analogy may be drawn between this descriptive
psychoanalysis of fantastic literature and the therapeutic
psychoanalysis of neurotic patients. Neurotics may be seen
as people plagued by manifestations of areas of their
personality that seem to them alien. An important function
of psychotherapy is to dispel this feeling of alienation by
making the neurotic symptoms comprehensible in terms of
the subject's past history. It might be maintained that what
Freud was doing in his consulting room was explaining his
patients to themselves by making a coherent story out of
their lives.

From the complex material concerned with mlth and
fantasy then, we are trying to retrieve a general and minimal
principle that will substantiate our intuition that such
Iiterature makes a special contribution to the confrontation
of human anxieties as they emerge at different stages of
development. It is suggested that we can at least say ttrat
m1th, in conunon with other literature, orders our ex-
perience, but that because ofits very nature it has a peculiar
capacity for mediating social and psychological
contradition: the essence of that nature is that mlths
fepresent fundamental expressions of certain properties of
the human mind and even of basic mental or psychological
human organization. In mlth and fantasy in general, our
deepest wishes and fears are symbolicaly disclosed and the
conflicts attendant on their repression are at least partially
mediated. Impressive claims have been made on behalf of
the therapeutic properties of fantasy. In his book ZD e Uses of
Encbantmen e Bettelheim refers to the Hindu practice of
treating psychological disorder by telling fairy tales to the
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disturbed patient. Through such stories, so it is alleged, the
patient is led tn visualise the real nature of his problem and
the possibility of its resolution. Bettelheim remarks, 'From
what a pafticular tale implied about a man's despak, hopes
and methods of overcoming tribulations, the patient could
discover not only a way out of his distress but also away to
find himseH, as the hero of the story did.'e So, in other words,
the parient is encouraged to find his own solution through
seeing what the story implies for him atthat moment in his
life; the story should not however be in any obvious way
didactic; its main concern is not information about the
external world but rather an exposure to life'divined from
the inside'.

Such an example is reminiscent o{ and supported by,
Jung's observation of the mediation of psychological
conflict. Jung deseribes how some of his patients, faced with
what appeared to be an insoluble conflict, solved it by
'out-growing' it, by developing a new level of
consciousness'. He writes: 'Some higher or wider interest
appeared on the . 

patient's horizon and through the
broadening of his outlook the insoluble problem lost its
urgency. It was not solved logically in its own terms, but
faded out when confronted with a new and sharper life
urge.'ro The citation of such an example seems in
accordance with the Hindu example and it seems plausible
to rnaintain that the Hindu case exhibits a particular
technique for the induction of the genera-l resolution of
conflict as prescribed by Jung. The conclusion has been
accurately drawn by Ted Hughes in his essay Mytb and
Education':

The inner struggle of worlds, which is not necessarily a
violent and terrible affair, though at bottom it often is, is
suddenly given the perfect formula for the terms of a truce. A
single tale told at the right moment, transforms a person's life
with the order its pattern brings to incoherent energies. tt

Once this sort of psychological interpretation of the
nature of myth is conceded as at least a plausible hypothesis,
we are enabled to look in more detail at the sort of en-
richment that Greek rnlths might offer to children's lives. It
would obviously Lre darrgerous to ex4ggerate the sort of
significance that only limited exposure to such stories
might have on a child's development, but for a teacher to
behaye responsibly he must work on the assumption that he
has some control over the effect of his material upon the
experience of the child.

In his recent book Tbe Cbristian Neurosist2 Pierce
Solignac has examined at length the phenomenon referred
to in the title - a condition induced, so it is proposed, by a
particular style of moral education typical of overtly
Christian, or more specifically, Roman Catholic, schools and
colleges. Anyone who has read James Joyce's,4 Portrait of
tbe Artist as a Young Man wrll appreciate the sort of
psychological torment that can be created by the relentless
exhortation to an unattainable moral perfection. In the
Christian 'mlthology', the heroes to tre emulated are the
saints, and the legends that depict their lives serve an
overtly moralistic purpose. It might be proposed rhat, in
Freudian terminology, such stories do not help to mediate
contradictions created by Id, Ego and Superego conflict, but
instead pay dangerous lip-service to Superego re-
quirements. That is to say, such stories continuously, and
often in an uncompromising fashion, pose a set of standards
or an ideal towards which the child is encouraged to strive,
inevitably without success.

If it is plausible to suggest that Christian hagiography has
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helped create a specifically Christian neurosis, we must now
ask what contribution non-Christian Greek mlthology can
make to redress the balance in favour of psychological
integration. The case fbr the use of other fantastic literature
in the education of children has been well made. Notably
Bruno Bettelheim inhis Uses of Encbantment draws widely
upon his work with disturbed children in providing a
psychoanalytical critique of folkfairy tales. It is Bettelheim's
contention that much children's literature remains unsatis-
factory for the task it is required to accomplish. That task, as
explicitly formulated by Bettelheim is a daunting one:

For a story truly to hold the child's attention, ir must
entertain him and arouse his curiosity. But to enrich his life,
it must stimulate his imagination, help him to develop his
intellect and to clariff his emotions, be attuned to his
anxieties and aspirations, give full recognition to his
diffculties, while at the same time suggesting solutions to
the problems which perturb him. In short it must at one and
the same time relate to all aspects of his personality- and this
without ever belittling but, on the coflffary giving fuIl
credence to the seriousness of the child's predicaments,
while simultaneously promoting confidence in himself and
in his future-l4

In the technical language of Freudian ;'argon, rhen, for a
story to be tdy enriching it must address all levels of the
human personality, must address itself to the budding Ego,
refieving unconscious pressures, it must give credence to Id
pressures a/rd at the same time show ways to satisfy those
that are in line with Ego and Superego requfuements. In
ordinary language, the child (subject and victim) will
simply be finding such stories more deeply satisrying than
any other.

What, then, can we say in particular about the use of
Greek mlths? It has already been stressed that the term
'Greek mlths' is being used in such away as to embodywhat
mlght in a more technical context be referred to as mlth,
legencl and folk tale. Certainly we can detect traces of all
three not only within the entire co{pus of Greek m}ths but
on occasions in one particular tale. We can divide up these
Greek myths into four secticns: first there are the stories of
the two doomed royal households of Mycenae and Thebes
the first descended from Tantalus and inheriting the curse
placed upon him, the seeond decended from Cadmus,
offending against Tantalus' son Pelops and inheriting a curse
from him; secondly the stories of the Trofan War about
nobility in battle being challenged by disloyalty and spite:
thirdly there are the stories of explorations and quests and
magical adventures; and finally, there are the other shorter
mlths about the dealings of gods with men, stories such as
those of Orpheus and Eurydice, Prometheus and Phaethon.
If we now look more closely at some of these Greek mlths in
the context of what has already been said in general about
the 'uses of enchantment', we may be able to draw certain
conclusions about the use of particular stories or types of
stories in a Classical Studies course.

We may begin then with our first category, that is to say
the stories concerned with the doomed households of
Mycenae and Thebes (and a collection which Bettleheim
explicitly excludes from use with his younger disturbed
children.) The atmosphere that pervades these stories is
one of guilt, fetribution and pollution. As such, it is unlikely
tlt4t these stories, even on a superficial level, are to be
comidered suitable for younger children. It seems prefer-
able to follow Elizabeth Cook's example in suggesting that
these stories be introduced in the Sophoclean original to
older pupils in the Sixth Form where the complexity of the
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issues involved and the idiosyncracy of their presentation
might be more fully appreciated. It is not, however, simply
the fact that Oedipus, Antigone, Agamemnon, Orestes and
Electra are all born to a life of misery that might discourage
the teacher from exposing younger children to such stories.
In fact, it is being suggested that the repressed fears and
anxieties of children should, wherepossible, be confronted.
But if we are to take the psvchological implications of the
use of mlth sefiously then it seems that a more serious
criticism can be made against these particular stories. The
case can perhaps be best illustrated by reference to the
myths of the house of Thebes, to which the story of Oedipus
is central. Bettelheim remarks by way of summary of this
cycle that it deals with every variety of oedipal dilemma and
consistently ends in death and destruction.

In contrast, certain fairy tales, for example 'Snow V/hite',
'Rapunzel', 'Cinderella', 'Beauty and the Beast', suggest that
potentially destructive infantile relations can be integrated
in maturity; despite her stepmother's jealousy Snow White
not only survives but finds great happi_ness, as does
Rapunzel, whose parents had given her up because satis-
$,ing their olrrr desires had become more important to
them than keeping their daughter and whose foster mother
tried to hold on to her too long; Beaury, in 'Beaury and the
Beast', is loved by her father and she loves him, but neither
of them is punished for their mutual attachment; on the
contrary Beauty saves her father and the Beast by trans-
ferring her attachment from father to lover; Cinderella, far
from being destroyed by sibling jealousy, emerges
victorious. In other words, in each case a potential contra-
diction is mediated. The message of these stories is that
oedipal entanglements may seem to be insoluble, bur by
courageously struggling with these emotional problems,
one can achieve a better life than those who are never
confronted with severe problems at all. By contrast, in the
Theban mlths there is only death and destruction; instead of
acceptinghis son, Tantalalus sacrifices him to his own ends;
so does Laius in respect of Oedipus; both fathers die as a
result. Again Oenomaus dies because he is possessive of his
daughter, so does Jocasta, who attaches herself too closely
to her son; killing the parent of the same sex brings about
the downfall of Oedipus, as it does ttrat of his sons who
desert him in his distress, and so on, right down to the
deaths of Antigone, Haemon and Creon's wife. The only one
to survive is Ismene, sister ofAntigone who does not attach
herself too deeply to either of her parents, nor to her
brothers or sister. So according to this cycle of m1ths,
whoever remains too deeply entangled in an 'oedipal'
relation, is destroyed. Whi-Lst this rycle then is pessimistic
about the consequences of failure to resoive the oedipal
complex and so may not be suitable material for children
still in the grip of infantile conflict, it might be proposed that
the adolescent mind, moving towards a matrre indepen-
dence of parents might be better able to accornmodate this
sort of materid and assimilate, at least unconsciously, ttre
warning these stories contain. Potentially disturbing forces
haye been defused and the turmoil and anxiety of childhood
ordered and located atasafe distance.

We might turn now to our second category of Greek
myths, that is to say the category that embraces the stories of
the Trojan war. Our main source for these stories is th e lliad
and it may be appropriate to cite the conclusion of a recent
commentator on the Homeric epic of Troy:

As far as possible eyer,'thing is cleared away which could
distract attention from the terible contrast of life and death.
The hero rq)resents the summit of human greatness and his

struggle to fuce death is fascinating enough to attract the
gaze of the immortal gods and so to exalt human life to a level
at which it achieves significance and becomes afrt subjectfor
the song which celebrates its fragility and its greatness.rt

Ttte lliad undouhtedly ranks among the great works of
European literature but that is cleady not in itself a com-
mendation for its use with younger children. 1he story is
long and complex and frequently stark in its dignified
pessimism. It is also however, a story that embraces com-
passion and pathos, particulady in those episodes that
concern Hector andAndromache, and t]le addition of extra-
Homeric episodes, for example, the judgernent of paris or
the tale of the 'Wooden Horse, may serve to hghten the
texture. It might be argued that there is a danger that
heroism of the sort embodied in warriors such as Achilles
and Agamemnon, Ajax and Hector, is so overwhelmingly
inaccessible to us that a subconscious preoccupation wi-rh it
can only confirm the traits of tl e Superego to the detri-
mental exclusion of the Ego and Id tendencies. It is perhaps
for this reason that there is an overriding pessimism that
pervades stories of this sort. We can neyer live up fully to
what the Superego, as represented by the gods, seems to
require of us. When a mortal incurs the displeasure of agod,
evenwhen he had done nottringwrong, he is sti,ll desftoyed
by these supreme Superego fepresentations. But once again
it might be argued that these stories do give shape to the
human experience of frustration and to the sense of in-
justice and permanent loss attendant upon the tension of
the life and the death instinct, Eros and Thanatos. The
pessimism of the story is always dignified and consistent
with its heroic theme, yet through the formal resolution of
the undedying conflict it might be suggested that the story
of the fall of Troy provides a cathartic expression of our
deepest fears and anxieties. We do not, it is maintained,
leaye the story downcast nor belittled, but, instead,
sustained by the achieyement of a degree of insight.

The two groups of stories we have looked at so far - the
stories of Thebes and Mycenae and Troy - are demanding
and seem to address the needs of older children as ttrey
begin to develop a mature sense of self-esteem and so are
better able to enter the emotional experiences offered by
the stories. At such a stage of development, it is suggested,
the reader might leave the stories strengthened rather than
bruised.

If we turn to our other two groups, those tales that deal
with the explorations of the heroes and the shorter stories
about the dealings of men with gods, then we find ourselves
faced with very different considerations. Perhaps the most
familiar examples of the former category are the legends of
Perseus, Jason and Theseus. Perseus and Jason are both
heroes v,ho pose a'rhreat to a king who is related to them.
Acrisius, the king of Argos, is told by an oracle that his
grandson will kill him. He therefore puts his only daughter
Danae in prison where she is visited by Zeus in the form of a
shower of gold. As a result, Danae gives birth to a son,
Perseus, and Acrisius responds by putting them both out to
sea to avoid the curse; Perseus is looked after by a kindly
fisherman, Dictys, on the island of Seriphos and once again
becomes a threat to a king, this time Polydectes, the brother
of Dictys. Polydectes wishes to marry Ferseus' mother
Danae, but feels that she is inaccessible whilst under the
protection of Perseus. He therefore tricks Perseus into
undertaking to cut off the head of the Gorgon, Medusa, in
order to prevent the king from marrying his mother.
Perseus, however, is offered supernatural aid: a shield from
Athene, winged sandals and a sword from Hermes, a helmet
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of invisibility from Hades. Perseus succeeds in his task of also a sort of escapism.r6
cutting off Medusa's head and also saves ttre maiden
Andromeda from an unjust death and falls in love with her. .,odyssetls 

is an accessible hero in a way that many of the
Perseus returris to Seriphos, polydectes is tumed into stone o{ers are not. He is not particulady awesome, but he is
when he sees Medusa'i heao and Dictys, the kindly fisher- reflective, self-restrained and 'much-enduring'. He is often
man, is made king. Danae is set free, and to uu i"t..rt" ,"0 alone in the face of adversity; permanent separation ftofit
pu{poses good hi triumphed oyer evil. Th.r;lth;;;;;; fgm,e 

and family is a constant fear, though various female

twistinthetailofthisstory,forwhilePerseusisreturningto I',ryt:t emerge as partial sources of comfort: cal1pso,

Argos he competes in games that are ny .t -.. u.i"g Narrsicaa, circe. In the end, iustice prevails against the
wa:tchedbyhisgrandfathir,Acrisius.Tr.".igi"Jp-pt..i .tJ]l-o,tt 

in the palace of Ithaca and there is an overtly
is turnred when the discus rhrown ny eerse,ilrrit;;'Jktil: ,l#i'"rJE';ffi1. ;fr:fr:.ffJ,".J;.J#.-;d#fjffi;
^:Xffi; too, poses a tlreat;pelias has seized power from fa;k.the -o-iig, while odyss.o, 

"rid 
P-enelope went ioy-

Aeson in Iolcul and is told by an oracle that tre i.ru u. ti1.J fully together to their bed and satisfied themselves with love
by one of Aeson's sons. Jason is ttre son of Aeson, so petias and sleep at each other's side. Then at last Athene roused the
tiies to kill him.Jason, howeyer, is smuggled out of the city dawn to bring light to the wodd, and dawn climbed out of
and educated bythe magical Centaurs. 

-.- ' the ocearl and glowed on her golden throne.'

Jason meets the godeis Hera, who offers to help him. In , 
The tale of odysseus represents more of the traditional

order to prove his claim to the throne of Iolcus, Jasln is sent elements of the folk filty tale than perhaps any other of the
off in search of the Golden Fleece. He receivJs assrcta"ce Greek myths. It is a wodd of magic and monsters, of
from the sorceress Medea who helps him to accomplish his princesses and trickery and happy endings, though only
mission. Once again all seems to be well, but the ,r.i-..o,r, fr:' : struggle' Reality is constantly iuxtaposed to fantasy,

actiyities of Medea cast a shadow over Jason,s tri"*-pt r"i and,odysseus himself is a hero who accommodates both
return and he himself dies many yearslaier,.,*.t uyririrrg wo-rlds' At the same time, ttre story of odysseus in no way
timberfromhisfamousshiptheArgo^tr.rit 

""itl*.*: lonceals 
from the child the threat of desolation, of

an old man, dreaming of thi past iridesolation. 
- - r- - 1 separation from security, of contemplation of deattr itself;

Theseus travels to ethensio lay claim to kinship with his -tl.:t 
o at first represented as an embodiment of evil, but

real father, Aegeus, king of Atherri. on t ir *rvi"-ith."r, t. 1!:^*u is palliated by a superior force; the sirens pose a

frees Attica from the d*g.. of a variery .ir r"tr.rrl"J t-:T"t threat in the form of seduction to odysseus and his

brigands. He receives aweilome from Aegeusand;;A; m_en, and the virtue of self-restraint is practically demon-
chince to exhibit his courage by going offIo c;;; kill .h. |.tot.o, scylla and charybdis pose immediate danger to ttre
Minotaur. He suceeds in this aim with the aij 

"f 
arlro".. life of Odysseus but he is saved and cast out to sea alone, a

However, once again a shadow is cast o.rr., ,h. ;;; powerful image of his desolation' In the cyclops we have a
Theseus abandons Ariadne on Naxos and Aeeeus giant overcome by the hero's cunning. It is worth noting at

pfematurely commits suicide in response to a carEles, qit point an illustration about the eYocatiYe force of the
iigna m- Theseus' approaching ship. Neve.,h.r.r., giant in the child's imagination: Bettelheim refers to the

Tfres.,r, becomes king of Athens ana ettica remark of a five year old in response to the tale of Jack and

These three stories share certain common elements that the Beanstalk': 'There aren't any such things as giants, are

seem to be of value in the psychological integration of tne there? But there are such things as grown ups, and they're
child's personality. In each case there i, ,-n.ro *t" i, like giants'.,7 Bettelheim draws the conclusion that the
isolated for much of the time and compell.O to fr.e ctrr- m,{:age of the story to the five year old is that although

siderable adversity before he can *in assrrance of ldutqcanbeexperiencedasfrighteninggiants,achildwith
legitimate acceptance by an ambivalent or 

"".arv 
rr*,il. cunning can get the better of them. The story therefore,

soiiery. In facing that adversiry successtuil;ir.-;;;; offersthereassurancetothechildthathecangrowuptobe
receives assistance, divine or human or both. f" .u.t .^. like the giant and acquire the same powers' This then is an

there is a figure *ho ,rrgg.rts a resolutio., to u proto.rg.O element cofirmon to the tales of Perseus,Jason and Theseus

separation-anxiery: perseus has his a"a."-.orlj;;?; as well as that of odysseus and is perhaps indicative of the
Medea and Theseus his Ariadne. In each .r".. ,r;;;; general way in which these stories are likely to be found
obstacle has to be overcome, normally m trr. .t 

"p. 
tir" more suitable with younger children than the others so far

inhuman monster. The existence of evil is ".tro*t.ir.a r.r considered-

each story there is overt suffering, anxiety about dea-th, Lut _, P. theme of separation and restoration is recurrent in
endurance in what is largely ,{..r..rtiO as a legitimate this group of stories. Psychoanalytical theory concerned
cause, results in success. th separation anxiety is particulady, though not ex-

These features recu!: to a considerable extent in what is clusively, associated with Otto Rank Rank maintains that
perhaps the most valuable source of stories in this context - the birth trauma, the essence ofwhich is separation from the
in-. Oayttry. Once again it is worth noting the observation 39f.tt, produces as it were a reservoir of anxiety in the
ofJasper Griffin, individual which is reactivated by all later experience of

rhe odyssey, ress intense (than the ,iad), mor.e.i,crusive, ::iilfifl'ff "ffifiT.rf,offi: ;1.':ffit:ff. ilX}l"#:withitswiderrangeofinterestinthewoddal$aultsvaieq, unliversal cause of anxiity. It might be agreed then that
has a different conception of the gods 

""o 
t1-1,:1"^t:,T:o^"S tt 

"rJ 
.pirooes in the tales of perseus, Jason, Theseus andand heroes alike need and receive moral justification, of a ^,sort much closer to our ideas. odysseus, il*h;;f:;: ldgttt"t that point towards romance and the convention-

durance and guile, rqrlaces Achillei, rhe h;; "i"p."".* 
ally happy ending show the way to escape from the

and dash, in a-world grown full of treachery, deception and separation-anxiety that allegedly haunts the child. They are,
complexity; andhemustcontendwithdisloyalsuborclinares then, in effect calls to the child to relinquish his infantile
andexoticmonsters.wefindadifferentkindofrealism,and dependency wishes and achieve a more satisrying inde-
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pendent existence. Autonomy in the context of mutual
interdependence is ttre goal. It might be argued that there is
increasingly less security as the 2oth century draws to a
close and that the young adolescent, like the hero, is
frequently isolated. The stories to which the child is ex-
posed must, in that light, provide examples for him to follow
of heroe_s going out into the wodd, albeit reluctantly, in
search of security promoted by self-justification.

- Our final group, the tales of Gods and men are perhaps
better classified as fables, being more explicitly moralisticL
their content and presentation. In man| ways, such stories
seem to balance the autonomous individualism so apparent
in the tales of Perseus, Jason, Theseus and Odyssils. AII
speak of retribution expected for vanity and lack of self
restraint and many have become almost platitudinous as

lqoral paradigms. Daedalus and Icarus, prometheus,
Phaethon, Midas and Epimetheus retell within a different
tradition the Genesis story of The FaIl, yet remaining as they
do outside the Christian conceptual framework ofsin and
redemption they are perhaps devoid of the more ponderous
associations of the biblical stories. They nonetheGss remain
sober and intuitive in their undedying exhortation. In
freu$an terms, perhaps this exhortation might be trans_
lated into a waming *rat Id tendencies are giv-n a free rein
at the agent's peril.

These stories then may be read as afl expression of the
conflict in human experience toetween nature and culture,
the 'pleasure principle' and the ,reatity principle', and upon
the resolution of this conflict res$ tf; entire process of
socialisation. Perhaps more tfran any others, theie shorter
stories are analogous to the fleeting images of dreams, con_
densed, displaced yet so organised as to point beyond the
explicit conflict to a deeper resolution. As Ted Hughes
remarks:

A child takes possession of a story as what might be called a
unit of imagination. A story which engages, say earth and the
underwodd is a unit correspondingly flexible. It contains
not merely the space and in some form or other the contents
of those two places; it reconciles their contradictions in a
workable fashion and holds open the way between them.l8

There is a sense tllen in which the stories provide us with
a vicarious fulfilrnent of represssed wishes, tempered by the
censorious verdict of an unyielding reality. In them we are
shown to ourselves and made to sit uncomfortablv in the
presence of our contradictions until the story and the
conscious reflection upon it is ended and the pathway to
resolution is disclosed to the unconscious. At that point ttre
story has imposed order upon confusion and made
articulate that which had been rqrressed. By condensing
and displacing its materials, and by finding inteltigibte wayl
of representing it, the story has not so muc]r reflecled reality
as reorganised the materid drawn from reality. Thepotential conflict has in this way been symbolically
mediated.

In this article then, we have tried to look briefly at Greek
mlths in the light of psychoanalytical theory. It has been
suggested that Greek mlths can play an important part in
lgading children beyond themseivei and the problems of
their immediate enyironment. As such these stories mav
serve as one source among others for the stimulation of therT$lnaliol suggesting new and vital images by virrue of
which the child can structure his daydreams', and with them
give better direction to his life. It has further been argued
that this retreat to the remote wodd of fantasy doeJ not
rq)resent an aMication of responsibility. On the contrary, it

has been suggested that Greek myths may, by virtue of their
form and content, contribute towards" trre resolution ofconflict within the development of ttre personality,
addressing, as they do, in symbolic teflns our repressed
wishes and deepest fears. This resolution is achievedth9y4 the experience of either eucatastrophe or catharsis,
and it has been proposed that in either cise these stories
may help to mediate psychological conflict and so contri_
bute towards a sense ofwell-being.

In a world of increasing fragmentation and insecurity it
seems reasonable to consider that one of the most valuable
gifts that formal education can offer is, perhaps against all
the odds, a fundamental trust in life upon-which all-personal
happiness and progress must be founded. In the end themlth of Sisyphus might seem the most authentic to our
experience of 'real life,, but hope of something better still
persists.

It is the contention of tlris article then, that the perennial
value of Greek myths for the children we teach rests not
u_g9n a clearrepresentation of every-dayreality. Rarher, Iike
all literature of value, these storiei confront our ordinary
experience of reality and recreate the world we live in. It ii
suggested that through the insights of psychoanalysis we
may appreciate the significance of that re-cr€ation and find
1 Greek mlths a lasting meaning and a sort of truttr. As
Chades Kingsley wrore, sitting in his study in Advent 1855:

These stories are not all true, of course, nor half of them, you
are not sirnple enough to fancy that; but the meaning of them
is true, and true for ever.,e

MCHOIT{S O'BRIEN

has been studying law since
taking a degree in classics.
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Latinand Computers

J. J.C. Fenton

Al fus_t sight, tatin and Computers seem strange bedfellows:
wtrathas Virgil to do with VDUs? Cicero with"silicon.rpr,
Ablatives with ASCII? Computers have been used for Iatinword-counting and style analysis; and it has often been saidthat abirty in Latinproduces_ or at least diagnoses _ a goodcomputer programm::.-?"!-.* the computer be of any
l.l.p h reaching Latin? Hybrid words like .h'exadecimal, 

and'micro -computer' may be suffciently off_putting to Classics
teachgrs, but many haye shown intirestin computers andstarted to write their own programs. As an introduction tothe subject for those to whoir it is strange, usually very
strange,,it may be of some help to hear of thE experiences ofone such animal.

My first close encounter with these machines was when acolleaguelrrought his pet into school: intriguing, but largelyincomprehensible. ft:"$_. E t relativety"ch.if .o_pi.",.
appeared - the Sinclair ZX-BO, and I took tt e pf"ng. ;;bought one. The surest way of learning to program, I sus-pected (and still believe), is to ha# onl,s own homecomputer and work through the handbook. As a hobby itproved to be absorbing and even additive, and when Ireached the limits of the ZX_8O (not far *,n o.rty ft ofprogrnm memory_ about IOOO letters), I moved up io a 16kVideo Genie'.

Picture_s and games were the first and most obvious
pr?ecjs. But a computer is a yersatile machine: what it does
basjca-llV (so to speak), is to handle.,.r.rn.ir, letters, wordsand shapes at unbelievably high speeds and with totalefficienry, and produce the resiilts 6n a terevision screen.Giyen a list of stems and a set of endings, for example, ii
:"ttdjl..-tYmake up tables of nouns ana"verns: FORperson: f TO 6: pRINT Stem$ EndingS (person): NEXT. WithDATA, Multi-Dimensional Arrays,L"p. and StringHandling
- T.".1 of the jargon is unforrunate& necessary, and it iseasily learnt - the computer could become an instant
accidence -machine. The regularity of tatin might make it,
1ot the least likely, but the most likely candidate forLomputer-Assisted I€arning,. Vocabulary learning wasanother obvious field: a computer could tirelessty pr"oauce
lists ofwords, flash them up on the screen, correct the typedanswer, and so on.

But all this was rather routine and old_fashioned.
Grammar in uacuo is frowned on these days: could thecomputer teach pupils to handre actual ratin better? Themain problem is that a computer is (at present) very unin_telligent: ]t only understands sensibl'y a vocabulary ofperhaps 15O words - in schools usuatty me t_gurg. .ilJBASI9--lrnd is quite unable to decide what is or is norsensible English, or whether one translation is as good asanother. It might be programmed to recognise .videbat, 

asImperfect, 3rd person Singular, but thl rwenty or sodifferent ways this verb can'be transtated are too many forpractical programming, and the computer could not betaught how to select the best.
So computer translation must be rigid _ no altemative

versions, idiom, finer points of emphiis and word-order.

AII the same, I decirted to try a translation program. Thesimplest method would be to rlpe into ,t . .ornp.rr.r a list ofsentences in I^atin .rnd. English, 
li.hich it prodirced one ,-yone and asked you to tranilate. But this iould use a lot of,computer memory. and would be a once_only exercise:when the pupil had done it once, ,frl* *""iO be no point inrepeating it. Could_ the computer compose its ownsentences? Give it lists of posiible subjects, verbs andobiects and let it choose one of each ,t .".rdo_. The boy/gttl/ slave/ master sees/hits,/wants,/her., 

-rfr. 
food/ garden/stick/bird. Owing to the low intettigence of tfr. .oilp.rto,thesentences it composedwould r#ge tol an...^onableto the 5u11salistis, but at least tney w6utO ne grammatically

feasible. The idea might be .o."OJir"dom choice ofnumber, tense, voice; a transitive or intransitive yerb; anoptional adjective or genitive with the subject xrd/orobject; a prq)osition phrase; a dative noun wittr suitabreverbs.
After digesting the ideas for a while I tried writing theprogram: itproved tobe alongbutnot too Om."ftpro?ers,and resulted in such 

^fasciniting ,..r,.r,.., as (from avocabulary of about IOO wordsl .ffr. *Lt.., hide theletters_of the boy in the garOens, 
"; Th. girl had beenhanded to the guards'. The io-prrt...o-jor.O the Englishand,the.LatrS together. The pupll .tor.io translate fromEngrrsn mto Latin or vice versa, and t}ped in his translationword by word, constantly corrected by the computer. In_strucdons on what to do next *... ,I*ry, given on thescreen.

. ,It was satis$,ing to write. programming, for those whotake to it, can easily become an obs&sion, ideas forprograms are not hard to come by (I usually start from thescreen end - what result do I want to appear on thescreen?), and once an idea has come it is hard to rest untilthe program is written. It provides all the satisfaction of acreative art, and the disciprine is akin to that invoryed intranslating into l^atin. The problem has to be precisely
analysed, broken down into ii" .o-po.,.rt pr*, ,.r*l"r.d
Into, cgmO3ter,language (whictr tras a very limitedvocabulary), and put together into the finisheO'program.
This seems to me to be more a finguisiic than a mathe_matical skill, although some understriOi"g of mathematical
concepts, particulady algebra, is needed.

But did my new random_sentence program have anyvfue 
.a1 

a.teaching aid? The computer i" ii.r is no meregimmic( but the accusation of gimmickry might be a fairone in the context. At first I had no chance to answer thisquestion, as the schoolpossessed no computers compatible

:ifjl_":l lproCraT written for one type of computer
I^.1?, work 9n rytI other. But then, n iiaz, the schootDought a set ofeight ofthe new-BBC computers, probablythe best of its kind now ayai.lable and ,, p'r.r.rr, the mostpopular in schools. I soon acquired one myse4 ayrd set to
y-:tk^jTlarrng m{ programs for it and t yi.rg th.- ortwith classes: at first the random sentenceprogram, thenonegving practice and tests on nouns and aoyeitives, and one
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I Each individual pupil is kept hard at work: more acrualIatin is done per person per lesson than in the
classroom.

2 m9 computer can correct mistakes instantly and indi_
vidually.

3 The_computer can give detailed help on any word,producing, for example, all the cases of any noun (a
grammar book onlygiyes one paradigm).

4 The computer aemanas absol'ute p.?i.ioo and shows
up ignorance and bad haLrits mercilessly: it was interest-
ing to see how badly even the most ible pupils fared
when faced with this demand.

5 W'ith,good programming, learning can be made en_joyable. There is a danger of gimmictry he.e, mrrryeducational programs hrr.e, i think, too smaU aproportion of education to recreation. I succumbed tothis temptation briefly with a program called .I_atin
Inyaders'. Instead of spacecraft,^thJwords of a short
l.atin sentence descend the screen in a jumbled order;
you have to shoot them down in the order needed for
English translation before they reach the bottom of the
screen. It was fun, but the benefit to actual Latin transia-
tion was minimal. Another progrzrm gare amore useful
way ofpr:actisingword_order: iiprintEd apassage on the
screen, then invited the pupil to indicate the-order inwhich he wanted to ak; the words: if he chosecorrectly, the English would appear. This proved avaluable and popular exercise, aittrough of 

-course 
it

demanded an inflexible response: only one word_order
was accepted.

Next I faced the challenge of the Verb, and produced
the longest program_so far. fnis, given the principal
Parts of almost any latin verb ini=luding Deponeits,
'sum' and 'eo, and their compounds anO otier iri.g"l*;;
listed up to 16 Tenses, Indiiative and Subjuncti_rl, *jset tests on them. 

-Iatin was indeed proving to be arewarding subject for .computerisatioi,. 
Its Jystems of

endings and its regularity, itJ rehtively small vocabulary
and shortage of idioms, its flexible word_order _ all
these complemented the computer,s ability to handle
tables of data and rqrtitive tasks at veryhigir speed.
. A letter to the JACT Rulletin asking'if the.. * -yinterest elsewhere produced a doz"en or so replies,
mostly enquiries, and one in particular bore fruit. (ili_r..
Td B9yd, the pubtishers of Ecce Romani, were just
along the road in Edinburgh, and theirparent company,
Longman's, were verymuch engaged ir rot*r.. p.o_
duction. It was agreed that I shouldltt.-pt to *.ite a set
of programs to accompany Ecce Romani , ana ameedng
was arranged with the authors of the course, thi
members of the Scottish Classics Group, at which I
showed some programs.

.{tr9 lgeting was most revealing. The three exerciseswhich I had found most suited tlo .o-p,rt.., were allrejected as being contrary to the spirit of Ecce Romani as areading course: sentences of dllubtful sense, routine
grrunmar tests withoutany context, and picking out wordsin translation order. The translation iechnique recom-
mended by the SCG involved takingand studying thewords

onvocabulary.
No proper research has yet been devised or done on theresults, but I have found that the computer, as a kind ofinteractive text-book, has (apart tom'the pedagogic ad_

Yantage of self-correcting exercises!) five main advantages
oyer the ordinary text-book:

of a I^atin sentence strictly in their I^a.tin order, deducing asmuch as possible about each word as it was met, and putting
the words into an nlqlis]r grOer only 

^ at. fi"rl stage: no'lookfor the yerb'or.find the subject',.
Some six months later a set of eight programs was

::i11.*"Td approved. Each was nas"ea on a parricular
cnapter of Book One, and each the result of a few weeks,plTling and pondering, between ,.., *a forty hours,
Ydrilg the-program, and then testing in class witir pupils.Pupil-proofing is a vital part of edicationat comiuting,
careless or mischievous fingers on the keys can produce allkinds of undesirable results, which -.rrit. anticipated asfar as possible; and a program must be robust enough tokeep working without errors or breakdowns.

Two of the Ecce Romani progrzrms simply revise and test
vocabulary: each deals wittr about f ZO #orOs, taking themin groups of ten; after a chance to revise them, three tests are
set in which you have to indicate the meaning by pressing anumber, or shooting the right word, or typing it in lttre #stthree letters only) - each with 

" 
ii-. ii*ii. rn. score iskept.

. Some of the programs are mainly demonstration: a lessonin subject, verb and object; the formation and use of noun
cases; the present and imperfect tenses of verbs. Al1 thepupil has to do here is presi a key and watch (and ifpossible
anticipate) whateyer happens on the screen. Testing in thenoun and v-erb programs takes the form of shooiing ormoving, with a time limit.

It is of course important that computers be used to dothings which can not be done ," *.li *irt OUp or black_board. For example, endings can be shown on their own,
and can then move across the screen to meet a stem andforq th9 complete tense; or all the cases of any yerb or noun
can be shown instantly; or as each word of a [.atin sentenceis translated, it can change colour, thus highlighting theremaining words. But one advantage tfr"t tt.-.omi.rt.,
always has oyer the blackboard is thaiit works at the p'upil,s
ownpace: individual teaching is given.

Two of the programs use ,graphics,. In the verv firstprogram, accompanying Chapter 3, small figtres moveabout on a crude diagram of a tetO, garden and villa, and aLatin sentence describes what is hafpening: e.g. .puella inhorto ambulat,, or .puer sub arnore seOei,. In the otherp:ogram, practice is given in identi$ing the case to be used
after a preposition: again a small figure"moves around, thistime on a deteiled picture of the vilL and its surroundings.
. One program was especially challenging to write _ andhas inevitably not proved entireiy -successful. 

Toaccompany Chapter 7, I decided in a rash moment toattempt a proper translation program, which would be able
to translate into reasonable Engiitr anything ryped into it upto the standard of Chapter 7. This would"demonstrate topupils the proper technique for transrating, and incidentalyp.."I: that Larin (at this levet) is a verylegutar tanguagewhich even a machine can translate. The vocabulary in_yolved was about IOO words. I soon decided to limit theprogram to the 3rd Person of the present Tense and theNominatiye and Accusative Cases (a few examples of other
endings occur eady in the book), and to exclude any Direct
Speech. This still left enough complications: subordinate
claqses, ambiguous -ES en&ngs, tlie verb ,to be,(with acomplement), negative verbs lwittr auxiliaries: ,he does not
:::1.^q:1111i nurnose coruna (introducing or finishing acnuse or a phrase in apposition), the different uses of .et,
(ioining words or ciiuses), ,.rrtt".n.J or separated
adiectives, adverbs (which can come at several poinl in ttre



sentence), and so on. As an illustration of the problem, take
the following sentences from Chapter 7, and try to work out
a totally mechanical, automatic method of translation:
'arlrores pueri saqre ascendunt'or.Sextus, qui servos saepe
yexat, respondere non potest et miser abit., The methoO
evolved for the program was something like this: as each
word is tlped in, the computer looks it up in its word list and
deduces as much as possible about it (and prints this on the
screen). When it meets a full stop, it takesi few seconds to
process the sentence, working through it word by word,
pausing to think about commas, conjunctions etc., and
splitting the sentence into clauses. By now it has assigned to
each word a number glying its position in the translition of
its clause - e.g. I is assigned to a conjunctiot, 2 and 4 to
certain adverbs, 3 to the subject with a possible adjective, 5
to the verb, and so on up to 1O. Finally, the main clause is
translated, with intemrptions to translate any subordinate
clauses immediately after the word theyfollow.

The use made of such programs by a teacher is largely up
to him and depends partly on the situation in his school.
Typically, the teacher would decide to use a program on a
certain day, book the computer room, make time himself to
try out the program beforehand and read the instructions.
He would need to know how to load the program into the
computers. With disc, this is simple: insert the disc into the
system, press two keys, and he will see on the screen a list of
the programs; he simply presses the number required. Sflith
tape it is much slower, less reliable, and more complicated_
but still not too dfficult. When the class comes into the
room, the program will have been loaded into all the com-
puters, and the pupils will watch as the teacher
demonstrates and tells ttrem about the program; then they
will sit down, from one to three at each keyboard, and start
working at ttreir own pace. The teacher may have to advise
on any technical problems (but most children seem to be
able to handle computers better than their elders), and he
can wander around making comments, asking questions,
offering help, checking that careful work is being done _
perhaps telling when to move on to the next section _ and
helping to drive home the lessons. If all goes well it will be a
stimulating and valuable session, with much Iatin done,
pupils' interest held, and the teacher's time constructively
used. The programs could also be used to help a pupil who
has been absent to catch up, or (where only one computer is
available ) in front of the class as a centre for discussion.

Finally, to return to the charge of gimmickry. The
computer is a means to an end, like the course-book, the
blackboard, or the OHP. It is up to each teacher to judge
whether it is a valuable teaching aid. It does not have to be
used simply because it is there, and it would be wrong to
jump on the bandwagon in an attempt to make l^atin look
more up-to-date. But 'bandwagon, is misleading, because
computers are not yet being used in many subjects: there is
a chance for tatin to lead the way, and incidentally to
contribute to pupils' knowledge of computers. Because of
the nature of the language, latin and computers are natural
partners, and the benefits can work both ways: program_
ming skills and I^atin linguistic skills are similar. But there is a
danger: becairse of the nature of computers, it is tempting to
use them too much for routine drills. propedyprogrammed,
they have great potential for individual, intensive and
enjoyable teaching - and they are certainly here to stay: it is
an opportunity that Classics teachers should not miss.

JERIMY FENTON

teaches at the Edinburgh Academy.

IATTNAND

Five Latin Prograrns
(for BBC 3zt
Microcomputer)
BY J.J.C.FENTON

To load and run aprograrn:

(a) DISC: while holding down SHIFT, press and release BREAL A
list of programs will appear: press the required number. Al-
ternatively, tlpe CHAIN program name, - RETIJRN.

(b) TAPE: prograrns L-4 are on side l, 5 on side 2. Set the recorda
lo Play, Tlpe CHAIN '.program name,- RETURN. Wind the tape
forward or back if necessary to the start of the program. foading
times for the 5 programs are (mins, secs) 2-15, 1- {O, y+5, tld,
r-2O (45klr:.total).

The Program Name is given in brackets after each title below. To
stop a program, press BRIAK; to re -start, rype RUN _ RITIIRN.

I Sentence Translation(SENT)
The computermakes up random sentences (which maynot be very
sensible,_ but are grammatically correct); these may use any noun
case and any verb tense, wi*r adjectives and prepositions. The
translation, either into English or into I-atin, with or without the
Passive Voice, must be typed in; help can be asked for with any
word (e.g. all cases of a noun); a list of the words used and the
required meanings can be seen between sentences. A mark is given.

!V 9m^U 
program changes (details eady in the program) tnine6

facility can be stopped, or the number oftenses uied can be limited.

2 Translation (pxsage) (TRANSI)
A Iatin passage is displayed section by section; the computer
produces the translation of each word if the correct word is indi-
cated - i.e. if the right word-order is given (but note thar the
computer only accepts one order, although other orders may also
be correct). A passage is included; instructions are given in the
prograrn (as REM statemens) on substituting or addiig a pnssage
ofyour own choice.

3 Verbs(YERB)
The computer lists up to 15 tenses (pres, tmpf, perf, plup; Indic and
Subjunct; Act and Pass) of alrnost any verb ty?ed in, including
deponents and most irregular verbs, but noi- semi-deponents.
Three tests are set on the chosen verb. The computer will select a
verb itselfifrequired. It can also translate arrypartofthe selected
verb from or into Latin. Subjectives are translated in the same way
as Indicatives, but the meaning is put in brackets. To stop the
program, use CONTROL-BREAK (or on OS 0.1 press BREAK
several times); type OLD - RETURN before re-starting.

4 Nouns andAdjectiues(NOlN)
After revision of a selected Noun and Adjective, the computer sets a
series oftests. Each test can be done up to 3 times; then a new noun
and adjective are chosen. The last test alone involves speed. The
score iskept as aseries ofwhite blocks at the bottom ofthi screen.

5 Latin Inuaders(I-{TtrW)
In this game, the player has to hit the words (actually the asterisks

T q"ry of the words) of a Latin sentence in the right order for
English translation, before they reach the bottom of the screen.
There are 5 levels of play (2 or 3 recommended). Sentences can be
added or changed as required.

It is recommended that you make a back-up copy, but please do
nffi.allow other copying (except, e.g. program 2 with other
passages).

If you have any problems with these programs, please get in
touch with the author at 2 Roltal Crescent, nainOr^tr9i EH3 6bZ.

Cost: Tape S7.OO, Disc 57.5O.


